When the temperatures reach below 45 degrees, keeping your preschooler extra warm and dry is essential. Here is what your preschooler should wear on a cold, wet day at outdoor preschool.

Remember: NO cotton, NO jeans, and pack lots of extras!

- **Layer #1**
  - Thermal Shirt
  - Thermal Pants

- **Layer #2**
  - Fleece Jacket/Shirt
  - Fleece Pants

- **Layer #3**
  - Waterproof winter coat/Puff Jacket
  - Waterproof snow pants

- **Layer #4**
  - Grunden’s rain coat & Oakiwear pants
  - *hand wash only*

- **On Your Feet**
  - Waterproof, insulated boots
  - Wool socks

- **On Your Head**
  - Balaclava (OR) Wool or fleece hat + neck-warmer

- **On Your Hands**
  - Thin non-cotton glove & waterproof shell (OR)

- **On Your Feet**
  - Waterproof winter mittens